8. a piece of furniture
12. making a long, loud wailing sound
13. a traffic circle
16. antonym for never
19. an axe used by Native Americans as a tool or weapon
21. (of an animal) spring or leap to catch prey
23. borrow with no intention of paying someone back
24. a geographical feature of the Earth

4. past participle of draw
5. searched for someone or something
7. The parrot let out a loud ____.
9. This ____ puzzle has one thousand pieces!
10. Don't ____; sit up straight.
11. We brought ____ to our family's summer barbeque.
14. antonym for true
15. terrible
17. This spaghetti ____ recipe has been in our family for generations.
18. a tiny seedling
19. Ellie was sick with a sore ____.
20. a covering for a porch or patio
22. If you ____ someone, you think they look familiar.
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bounce  frown  mountain  drawn  false
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Spelling Crossword Puzzle
Unit D-9: /ou/ and /ô/

8. a piece of furniture
12. making a long, loud wailing sound
13. a traffic circle
16. antonym for never
19. an axe used by Native Americans as a tool or weapon
21. (of an animal) spring or leap to catch prey
23. borrow with no intention of paying someone back
24. a geographical feature of the Earth

4. past participle of draw
5. searched for someone or something
7. The parrot let out a loud _____.
9. This _____ puzzle has one thousand pieces!
10. Don’t _____; sit up straight.
11. We brought _____ to our family’s summer barbeque.
14. antonym for true
15. terrible
17. This spaghetti _____ recipe has been in our family for generations.
18. a tiny seedling
19. Ellie was sick with a sore _____.
20. a covering for a porch or patio
22. If you ___ someone, you think they look familiar.